
Secador® 4.0 Desiccator Cabinet, ACCESSORIES
To convert  the large Secador® 4.0 Desiccator Cabinets from Horizontal to Vertical or Vertical to Horizontal configuration, just turn unit to stand upright or horizontal and
order the appropriate set of shelves.

CATALOG NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE/EACH

F42074-0001 Horizontal Shelf ( 2 needed to convert to horizontal) $25.50

F42074-1001 Vertical Shelf ( 3 needed to convert to vertical) 22.50
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Secador® 2.0 
Auto-Desiccator
Cabinets
Includes Two Shelves

The built in Auto-Desiccator
module regenerates desiccant
and circulates dry air to assure
safe storage of moisture 
sensitive products. The Secador®

2.0 Auto-Desiccator Cabinet has 1.17 cu. ft. internal volume with overall dimensions
of 31.4H X 34.1W X 41.4cm D (12.4H X 13.4W X 16.3"D). Two perforated shelves
can be removed for different contents. The door opening is 21.3H X 22.5cm W 
(8.4H X 8.9"W) and includes 2 latches and loops for lock or tamper-evident seal.
Shipping weight 7.2 Kg (15.9 lb.).

CATALOG NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE/EACH

F42072-1115 Clear, 120VAC $385.00

F42072-1220 Clear, 230VAC 425.00

Secador® Auto-Desiccator Cabinets
Protecting valuable humidity sensitive items such as reagents or electronics is easy
and totally automatic with Secador® Auto-Desiccator Cabinets. A patented 
electronic dehumidification system is designed to reduce the relative humidity
inside the cabinet from 75 to 25% and circulate dry air automatically, freeing users
from monitoring or changing chemical desiccant.
All contents are easily viewed through a large clear door that seals with positive
latches and can be secured closed with tamper evident seals or padlock. A dial
hygrometer in the door allows for easy monitoring of relative humidity.
Three different size models are available to best match individual storage needs.
Secador® 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0 Auto-Desiccator Cabinets, have internal volumes 1.1 cu.,
1.5 cu. and 1.9 cu. ft. respectively. Cabinets have a vertical profile with a top and 
bottom design that permits different sizes to be safely stacked together 

for a customized, space saving small footprint of 34.1W X 41.4 cmD (13.4W X
16.3"D). The largest model, 4.0, is also available in a horizontal profile with a fold
down door and is ideal for use on a shelf or on the benchtop.
All Secador® Auto-Desiccator Cabinets are molded of rugged co-polyester plastic
resistant to staining, crazing and chemical attack. This advanced material has 
built-in protection that blocks 99% of UV light. Dry air circulates through 
perforated shelves molded of clear polystyrene.
For a splash of color in the lab, blue cabinet 
bodies and end caps are available on 4.0 
models. All models are available as 120 or 
230V (CE approved) for use worldwide.

Secador® 3.0 Auto-
Desiccator Cabinets
Includes Three Shelves

The built in Auto-Desiccator module
regenerates desiccant and circulates
dry air to assure safe storage of
moisture sensitive products.
The Secador® 3.0 Auto-Desiccator
Cabinet has 1.58 cu. ft. internal 
volume with overall dimensions 
of 41.7H X 34. 1W X 41.4cm D
(16.4H X 13.4W X 16.3"D). Three
perforated shelves can be removed
for different contents. The door opening is 31.2H X 22.5cm W (12.3H X 8.9"W) 
and includes 2 latches and loops for lock or tamper evident seal. Shipping weight
10 Kg (22 lb.).

CATALOG NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE/EACH

F42073-1115 Clear, 120VAC $460.00

F42073-1220 Clear, 230VAC 500.00Secador® 4.0 
Auto-Desiccator
Cabinets, Vertical
Profile
Includes Three Shelves

The built-in Auto-Desiccator module
regenerates desiccant and circulates
dry air to assure safe storage of 
moisture sensitive products. The
Secador® 4.0 Auto-Desiccator Cabinet
has 1.9 cu. ft. internal volume with
overall dimensions of 51.8 H X 34. 1 W
X 41.4cm D (20.4H X 13.4W X 16.3"D).
Three perforated shelves can be

removed for different contents. The door opening is 41.7H X 22.5cm W (16.4H X
8.9"W) and includes 2 latches and loops for lock or tamper evident seal. Shipping
weight 10.9 Kg (23.9 lb.).

CATALOG NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE/EACH

F42074-1115 Clear, 120VAC $595.50

F42074-1116 Clear/blue end caps, 120VAC (not shown) 595.50

F42074-1117 Blue/clear door, 120VAC (not shown) 595.50

F42074-1220 Clear, 230VAC 635.00

F42074-1226 Clear/blue end caps,, 230VAC (not shown) 635.00

F42074-1227 Blue/clear door, 230VAC (not shown) 635.00

Secador® 4.0 Auto-
Desiccator Cabinets,
Horizontal Profile
Includes Two Shelves

The built in Auto-Desiccator module
regenerates desiccant and circulates
dry air to assure safe storage of
moisture sensitive products. The
Secador® 4.0 Auto-Desiccator
Cabinet has 1.9 cu. ft. internal 

volume with overall dimensions of 34.1H X 51.8W X 41.4cm D 
(13.4H X 20.4W X 16.3"D). Two perforated shelves can be removed for different
contents. The door is hinged at the bottom, has an opening of 22.5H X 41.7W cm
(16.4W X 8.9"H) and includes 2 latches and loops for lock or tamper evident seal.
Shipping weight 11.1 Kg (24.4 lb.).

CATALOG NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE/EACH

F42074-0115 Clear, 120VAC (not shown) $595.50

F42074-0116 Clear/blue end caps, 120VAC 595.50

F42074-0117 Blue/clear door, 120VAC (not shown) 595.50

F42074-0220 Clear, 230VAC (not shown) 635.00

F42074-0226 Clear/blue end caps, 230VAC 635.00

F42074-0227 Blue/clear door, 230VAC (not shown) 635.00


